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Abstract.—Species delimitation has been invigorated as a discipline in systematics by an influx of new character sets, an-
alytical methods, and conceptual advances. We use genetic data from 68 markers, combined with distributional, biocli-
matic, and coloration information, to hypothesize boundaries of evolutionarily independent lineages (species) within the
widespread and highly variable nominal fire ant species Solenopsis saevissima, a member of a species group containing
invasive pests as well as species that are models for ecological and evolutionary research. Our integrated approach uses
diverse methods of analysis to sequentially test whether populations meet specific operational criteria (contingent proper-
ties) for candidacy as morphologically cryptic species, including genetic clustering, monophyly, reproductive isolation, and
occupation of distinctive niche space. We hypothesize that nominal S. saevissima comprises at least 4–6 previously unrec-
ognized species, including several pairs whose parapatric distributions implicate the development of intrinsic premating
or postmating barriers to gene flow. Our genetic data further suggest that regional genetic differentiation in S. saevissima
has been influenced by hybridization with other nominal species occurring in sympatry or parapatry, including the quite
distantly related Solenopsis geminata. The results of this study illustrate the importance of employing different classes of
genetic data (coding and noncoding regions and nuclear and mitochondrial DNA [mtDNA] markers), different methods
of genetic data analysis (tree-based and non–tree based methods), and different sources of data (genetic, morphological,
and ecological data) to explicitly test various operational criteria for species boundaries in clades of recently diverged
lineages, while warning against over reliance on any single data type (e.g., mtDNA sequence variation) when drawing
inferences. [Cryptic species; cuticular coloration; ecological niche modeling; fire ants; genetic markers; Solenopsis; species
delimitation.]
A major function of systematics is to discover and
describe species, a task dependent on judicious de-
limitation of species boundaries. Species delimitation
currently is receiving increased attention for several
reasons. Species serve as fundamental units of analy-
sis in an array of basic ecological, biogeographical, and
evolutionary studies (Isaac et al. 2004; Balakrishnan
2005; Wiens 2007a, 2007b; Renema et al. 2008), and in-
creasingly, species determinations and records have
taken on practical importance in fields such as con-
servation biology, public health, and pest management
(Van Driesche and Bellows 1996; Gentile et al. 2002;
Agapow et al. 2004; Ross and Shoemaker 2005; Light
et al. 2008). Moreover, interest in species delimitation
has been invigorated by an influx of new genomic-scale
character sets (Turner et al. 2005; Shaffer and Thomson
2007; Minder and Widmer 2008), the introduction of
diverse analytical and diagnostic methods (Marshall
et al. 2006; Knowles and Carstens 2007; Raxworthy et al.
2007), and conceptual advances relating to species con-
cepts and properties (de Queiroz 2007). Although the
empirical task of delimiting species draws on a rich
theoretical foundation grounded in models of species
formation, the data generated in turn yield unique in-
sights into the genetic underpinnings of lineage di-
versification and thus fuel the further development of
speciation theory (Hey 2006a; Shaffer and Thomson
2007; Nosil 2008; Minder and Widmer 2008; Mullen
et al. 2008; Strasburg and Rieseberg 2008; Xie et al.
2008).
Issues of species delimitation inevitably are shaped by
our conceptual definitions of the species category and
the relation of these to operational criteria for hypothe-
sizing the existence of species taxa. Several authors have
argued persuasively that species concepts and species
delimitation criteria should be held as separate episte-
mological constructs that serve either to define the nec-
essary and sufficient properties of the species category
or to specify the types of evidence required to assign
particular entities to this category (Mayden 1999; Hey
2006b; de Queiroz 2007). One advantage of a clear sep-
aration of these constructs is that species delimitation
studies are effectively liberated from the controversies
surrounding the introduction and acceptance of myriad
species concepts. Instead, the task of such studies is clar-
ified as marshalling and synthesizing all evidence rel-
evant to the recognition of evolutionarily independent
metapopulation lineages, an appropriate universal con-
ceptual definition of the species category (de Queiroz
2007). Such operational criteria for species delimitation
comprise the fundamental properties upon which most
earlier “species concepts” were based.
The task of determining whether a population consti-
tutes an independently evolving lineage that is likely to
have reached, or is on a trajectory to reach, irreversible
evolutionary separation from other populations is par-
ticularly challenging in actively radiating groups com-
posed of recently diverged lineages. The difficulty lies
in the fact that recently separated species are less likely
to possess all or even many of the contingent properties
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that constitute operational criteria for their delimitation,
such as phenetic distinctiveness, intrinsic reproductive
incompatibility, ecological uniqueness, deficits of ge-
netic intermediates, or monophyly (de Queiroz 2007;
Shaffer and Thomson 2007). Moreover, the order and
timing of appearance of these properties are not gener-
ally predictable. An emerging consensus is that the best
approach to dealing with such problematic groups is to
employ diverse data types and analytical approaches
to extract the most meaningful information relevant
to acquisition of different properties (Morando et al.
2003; Sites and Marshall 2004; Dayrat 2005; Wiens and
Graham 2005; Marshall et al. 2006; Knowles and
Carstens 2007; Sei and Porter 2007; Shaffer and Thomson
2007; Strasburg and Rieseberg 2008; Leache´ et al. 2009;
Menkis et al. 2009; Schlick-Steiner et al. 2010). Even
with a comprehensive synthesis of such data, however,
some ambiguity in hypotheses of the boundaries of re-
cently diverged species can remain due to incomplete
separation, secondary introgression, sampling deficien-
cies, or disagreement over the importance of various
operational criteria.
The Solenopsis saevissima species group is an assem-
blage of apparently recently diverged fire ant species
native to South America that, historically, has posed
substantial challenges to taxonomists (Creighton 1930;
Wilson 1952; Buren 1972; Trager 1991). Despite recent
morphology-based studies employing extensive sam-
ples and novel character sets (Trager 1991; Pitts 2002;
Pitts et al. 2005), distinguishing species remains exceed-
ingly difficult because of a dearth of reliable diagnostic
morphological characters coupled with apparently com-
mon intraspecific variation that transcends interspecific
variation. Ongoing uncertainty over the number and
composition of species in this important group may
become an impediment to their continued develop-
ment as premier subjects of ecological and evolutionary
studies (Tschinkel 2006) and also has direct practical
implications with respect to establishing the identity
and source of new invasive pest populations. A recent
genetic study of 2 such invasives, Solenopsis richteri and
the widespread pest Solenopsis invicta, revealed strong
regional genetic differentiation within the native ranges
of each, commensurate with long-term lineage inde-
pendence (Ross and Shoemaker 2005). A more compre-
hensive follow-up study of S. invicta (Ross et al. 2007)
confirmed marked geographical genetic structure across
its large native range and documented the occurrence
of genetically distinct forms at one locality that likely
comprise morphologically cryptic species.
The discovery of previously unknown presumably
independent lineages within nominal S. invicta sets the
context for further detailed investigations of species
limits in this group of ants. A promising candidate for
such study is S. saevissima, the only member of the S. sae-
vissima species group that appears to surpass S. invicta
in terms of both size of its natural range and magni-
tude of its phenotypic variability (Pitts 2002). Indeed,
the observed range of variation led Trager (1991) to
state “one is easily convinced they [regional variants of
S. saevissima] represent separate species” but for the
existence of “an array of samples including every pos-
sible intermediate condition” of size and coloration.
In this study, we use data from 68 genetic markers
for 94 individuals of nominal S. saevissima and related
species, combined with distributional, bioclimatic, and
coloration information, in an integrated approach to
learn whether the apparent continuum of morpholog-
ical variation may be superimposed on distinct evolu-
tionary lineages. In this approach, we sequentially test
whether populations meet specific operational criteria
for candidacy as cryptic species and then we synthe-
size the results to formulate new hypotheses of species
boundaries. The results are intended to contribute to
resolution of some persistent problems in the alpha-
taxonomy of South American fire ants while illustrating
the general power of combining diverse data and ana-
lytical methods with a formal testing framework in the
task of delimiting closely related species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples
The recorded range of S. saevissima covers a vast
area in Brazil, with the main part extending along the
Atlantic coast inland several hundred kilometers and
reaching from Rio Grande do Sul State in the south to
the mouth of the Amazon River in the north (Fig. 1). A
western tongue of the range extends along the Amazon
drainage in the north, with records as far west as west-
ern Amazonas State and Peru (Trager 1991; Pitts 2002).
Fire ants of the S. saevissima species group typically nest
in open disturbed habitats in areas with sufficient rain-
fall; thus, these ants do not occur uniformly throughout
all parts of their recorded ranges. We collected samples
of S. saevissima from 68 nests located across much of its
range. Most samples (from 59 nests) were obtained by
traveling major highways along the eastern and west-
ern periphery of the main range, stopping every 30–50
km to collect fire ants during a 30-min period (nests
commonly are found along roadsides and in nearby
disturbed habitats). Thus, our sampling generally is ex-
pected to reflect the occurrence and abundance of this
species in these surveyed areas. Additional samples of
9 nests were obtained from a single locality in Envira,
Amazonas, in the far western part of the range (Fig. 1).
Several other fire ant species have ranges that abut or
slightly overlap that of S. saevissima, including the com-
mon species S. invicta and S. richteri, and the much rarer
Solenopsis pythia and Solenopsis megergates, whereas the
common but quite distantly related fire ant Solenopsis
geminata co-occurs extensively with S. saevissima along
Brazil’s Atlantic coast (Fig. 1).
The different life stages, sexes, and castes present
in each nest were collected to facilitate correct species
identification (Pitts 2002) as well as to provide appropri-
ate material for scoring the allozyme loci. Adult major
workers were obtained from 100% of sampled nests,
larval workers from 78%, adult queens from 62%, and
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FIGURE 1. Membership coefficients from STRUCTURE analyses for 94 individual fire ants from South America identified as Solenopsis
saevissima, Solenopsis richteri, Solenopsis invicta, or Solenopsis geminata (top). Each individual is represented by a vertical bar divided into parts
proportional to the individual’s nuclear ancestry in each of 8 proposed genetic clusters (S. saevissima specimens are identified, those of special
note in red font). The geographical distribution of the 6 clusters predominantly represented among nominal S. saevissima is shown on the map
of Brazil, with the sample localities for this species superimposed. Individuals were assigned to a STRUCTURE cluster if the majority of their
nuclear ancestry fell in that cluster (G82 and Pi87 had no majority cluster ancestry). The cuticular color morph represented by each S. saevissima
specimen also is indicated on the locality map, as is the type locality for the species (Rio Tapajo´s, Brazil). The recorded range of S. saevissima
is shaded grey in the map of South America, whereas the ranges of S. invicta, S. richteri, and S. geminata are shaded violet, pink, and yellow,
respectively (distributional data from Trager 1991; Pitts 2002; Ross and Shoemaker 2005; Ross et al. 2007).
adult males from 38% of nests. Based on this material,
study colonies from the main range were identified as
S. saevissima by J. P. Pitts using existing diagnostic mor-
phological characters of adult workers, winged queens,
and males (diagnostic characters include setal form and
number in the larval workers; shape and sculpturing of
the mesonotum, propodeum, and postpetiole of the
adult workers and sexuals; and coloration of the adult
males; Pitts 2002). The remaining 9 sampled colonies
(those from Envira, Amazonas, for which only adult
workers were obtained) were identified as S. saevissima
by D. F. Williams. Voucher specimens from each sam-
pled nest of S. saevissima are deposited in the National
Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Washington,
D.C., USA.
Genetic Data
Genotypes of a single female from each of the sam-
pled S. saevissima colonies were determined at 10 al-
lozyme and 57 microsatellite loci. All the allozyme loci
were developed previously, and methods for scoring
their genotypes are detailed in Shoemaker et al. (1992).
A subset of 7 of the microsatellite loci were developed
previously (see Krieger and Keller 1997; Chen et al.
2003), whereas the remaining 50 loci were newly devel-
oped using 3 different approaches (see Supplementary
Appendix 1, available from http://www.sysbio.oxford-
journals.org/). First, we developed 18 loci from a fire
ant genomic library enriched for dinucleotide and trinu-
cleotide repeats. Second, we developed 6 loci by search-
ing for microsatellite motifs in an S. invicta expressed
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sequence tag database available in GenBank. Finally,
we developed 26 loci by searching for microsatellite
motifs in a large S. invicta sequence data set generated
by shotgun-sequencing a cDNA library using 454 Life
Sciences (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) pyrosequencing tech-
nology. Additional information on the development
of the first class of new microsatellite loci appears in
Ascunce et al. (2009).
Total genomic DNA for scoring the microsatellite loci
was isolated from single individuals using the Pure-
gene DNA Isolation Kit (Gentra-Qiagen, Valencia, CA).
One primer of each locus primer pair was labeled at the
5′ end with 1 of 4 fluorescent dyes (FAM, PET, NED,
or VIC; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Primer
pairs were combined in multiplex reactions by taking
into account polymerase chain reaction (PCR) thermal
cycling profiles, dye labels, and expected size and yield
of the PCR products. The complete set of 57 loci was
amplified in 22 separate 12-μL multiplex PCR reactions,
each containing 2–5 pairs of primers, Hot-Start Taq 2X
Mastermix (Denville Scientific, Metuchen, NJ), 0.06–
0.4 μM of each primer, 1–2 μL of total genomic DNA
(10–20 ng), and water. Thermal cycling profiles were
as follows: one cycle at 94 ˚ C (1 min); followed by 35
cycles at 94 ˚ C (30 s), primer-specific annealing tem-
perature (45 s), and 72 ˚ C (60 s); followed by a single
final extension of 72 ˚ C (40 min). Resulting PCR am-
plicons were diluted (100:1 to 200:1) and pooled into a
total of 6 plates, each one representing a different injec-
tion on the capillary sequencer. GeneScan 600 LIZ size
standard (GeneScan, Metairie, LA; 0.1 μL) was added
to all pool-plex dilutions, which subsequently were
run on an ABI-3730XL 96-capillary sequencer (Applied
Biosystems) at the University of Florida biotechnol-
ogy facility (Interdisciplinary Center for Biotechnology
Research). Microsatellite genotypes were scored using
GENEMARKER software (SoftGenetics, State College,
PA).
Genomic DNA isolated from our S. saevissima spec-
imens was used also to PCR amplify a approximately
785-bp portion of the mitochondrial genome that in-
cludes a part of the cytochrome oxidase I (COI) gene.
The primers C1-J-2195 and JerryGarcia-C1 were em-
ployed in these amplifications (Ahrens et al. 2005;
Shoemaker et al. 2006). PCR reaction conditions, ther-
mal cycling profiles, and sequencing reaction protocols
are reported in Ahrens et al. (2005). All mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) amplicons were sequenced in both di-
rections. Comparison of amplicon sequences with com-
plete mtDNA genome sequences from exemplars of
S. invicta, S. richteri, and S. geminata indicated that
the amplified fragments reside in the mitochondrial
genome rather than representing mtDNA homologs
inserted in the nuclear genome (Numts).
For comparative purposes, genetic data from all 68
markers were also obtained for 12 individuals (from as
many colonies) of S. invicta and 12 individuals (colonies)
of S. richteri. Each species was sampled from 2 widely
separated, genetically distinct native populations, with
half of the nests sampled at Arroio dos Ratos, Brazil,
and half at Rosario, Argentina (Ross and Shoemaker
2005). Genetic data were obtained as well for 2 individ-
uals (colonies) of S. geminata from Tallahassee, FL, USA.
Solenopsis invicta and S. richteri are members of the S.
saevissima species group, whereas S. geminata is placed
in a different species group (Pitts et al. 2005). For S. in-
victa and S. richteri, data for 7 of the allozymes and the
mtDNA are from Ross and Shoemaker (2005), data for
the allozymes Ddh-1 and Lap-1 are from Ross et al. (1997)
and Shoemaker et al. (1992), respectively, whereas the
allozyme marker Acy1 was not scored. For S. geminata,
allozyme data and mtDNA sequences are from Ross et
al. (2003) or from unpublished data associated with that
study (8 of the allozymes). Data for all 57 microsatellite
loci were newly generated for this study for the nonfo-
cal species. Voucher specimens from each sampled nest
of these species are deposited in the NMNH.
Genetic Data Analyses
Estimates of gene diversity for the nuclear markers
were obtained using equation 2.18a in Hedrick (2000)
based on allele frequencies computed by the program
MSA (Dieringer and Schlo¨tterer 2003). The same pro-
gram was used to obtain nuclear allele counts (richness).
Estimates of mtDNA sequence haplotype richness and
diversity were obtained using the program DNASP
(Rozas et al. 2003).
A useful operational criterion for formulating ini-
tial hypotheses of species boundaries in problematic
groups is the presence of genetic clusters with few ge-
netically intermediate individuals (Mallet 1995). We
determined the number of distinct nuclear genetic clus-
ters represented by the individuals in our study using
the Bayesian method of Pritchard et al. (2000) as im-
plemented in the program STRUCTURE. The method
used the individual multilocus genotypic data from all
67 nuclear loci to evaluate models assuming different
numbers of genetic clusters (K) based on the posterior
probabilities, given the data and model (we used no
prior information). Based on the individual multilocus
genotypes and the allele frequencies estimated for the
reconstructed clusters, each individual’s genome was
probabilistically partitioned into membership fractions
(ancestry) in each cluster. The models we employed as-
sumed some level of population admixture but allowed
allele frequencies to vary independently across popula-
tions. Because of the large numbers of rare alleles in our
data set, we estimated the parameter λ in an initial run
with K = 1 and then set λ to this estimated value (0.875)
in all subsequent runs. All other model parameter val-
ues were the defaults for the program. All simulations
used 300,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo generations
in the burn-in phase and 1,000,000 generations in the
data collection phase. Four independent runs were con-
ducted for each K to ensure equilibration during burn-in
and consistency in estimation of the posterior probabil-
ities, with stability in each run ascertained by plotting
key parameter values through its course. Selection of
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the number of distinct clusters was based on joint eval-
uation of the ΔK statistic of Evanno et al. (2005) and the
estimated posterior probability of the data.
Another approach to evaluating the presence of ge-
netic clusters as an operational criterion is to employ the
ordination technique termed nonmetric multidimen-
sional scaling (NMDS). This approach can be a valuable
adjunct to STRUCTURE analyses by confirming the
presence of clusters as well as providing information
on their distinctiveness and phenetic relationships to
one another. The technique reduces multidimensional
allele frequency relationships represented in a matrix
of pairwise distances to a few dimensions that explain
most of the original distance data (Lessa 1990; Guiller
et al. 1998; see also Patterson et al. 2006; Novembre and
Stephens 2008). We used the program PERMAP (Heady
and Lucas 2007) to conduct NMDS analyses using
Dps distance values (−ln proportion of shared alleles;
Bowcock et al. 1994), which were calculated with MSA
for all pairs of study individuals based on all the nuclear
loci. A high-precision convergence setting of 0.000005
was used to find a global minimum mapping solution
under a ratio + bounds NMDS analysis with 5% error
bounds; the stress statistic of Kruskal (1964) was used
as the objective function. The analysis was done using
2 or 3 dimensions. We graphed the object coordinates
from the model output to visually distinguish clusters
of genetically similar individuals and to infer overall
similarity of the various clusters.
Monophyly of a population constitutes another oper-
ational criterion for inferring species limits from genetic
data (Donoghue 1985). Phylogenetic relationships based
on the nuclear genomes of the individuals included
in this study were inferred by constructing neighbor-
joining (NJ) trees (Saitou and Nei 1987) using the in-
terindividual Dps values. Dps distance is expected to
closely reflect the genealogical or phylogenetic affini-
ties of individuals when a large number of informative
loci is available (Chakraborty and Jin 1993; Bowcock
et al. 1994), and this measure has been employed in
conjunction with NJ analysis of individuals and popu-
lations in an array of recent studies (Schlo¨tterer 2001;
Vila et al. 2001; Caracristi and Schlo¨tterer 2003; Chirhart
et al. 2005; Glowatzki-Mullis et al. 2005; Hughes and
Hollingsworth 2008; Kanbe and Akimoto 2009). The
PHYLIP program package (Felsenstein 2004) was used
to construct the trees, with node support evaluated
by bootstrapping across loci (1,000 replicates). Support
for important nodes was further evaluated by using
PHYLIP to construct 1,000 bootstrap trees using both the
NJ and the Fitch and Margoliash (1967) algorithms on
the Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards (1967) chord distance
(DC). All trees were rooted by specifying S. geminata
as the outgroup. The NJ/Dps analysis was conducted
both with and without the allozyme loci included in the
input data set.
To infer the phylogenetic relationships of the recov-
ered mtDNA sequences, all sequences first were aligned
by eye. Models of sequence evolution for the complete
data set were evaluated using the program JMODEL-
TEST (Posada 2008). Log-likelihoods of different models
of nucleotide substitution under NJ tree topologies were
compared using the AIC and BIC model selection cri-
teria (Posada and Buckley 2004). Because substantial
uncertainty can accompany model choice (Alfaro and
Huelsenbeck 2006), we calculated the 95% confidence
set of models and used model-averaged parameter es-
timates in the subsequent analyses. We used BIONJ
topologies (Gascuel 1997) to estimate the optimal evo-
lutionary model from 88 possibilities (11 substitution
schemes + F + I + G). AIC and BIC converged on nearly
identical models (TrN + I + G [Tamura and Nei 1993]).
Because of our primary concern with the tree topol-
ogy, we selected the closest overparameterized model
that was implemented in the phylogeny construction
programs used (e.g., Huelsenbeck and Rannala 2004;
Lemmon and Moriarty 2004).
MtDNA phylogenetic hypotheses were constructed
under various optimality criteria. We estimated the tree
topology under maximum parsimony (MP) with the
program PAUP* (Swofford 2002) using tree bisection-
reconnection branch swapping during heuristic searches
of tree space on 10 randomly constructed starting
trees. Gaps were treated as missing data. The resulting
1134 trees of equal length were summarized using the
strict consensus criterion. We estimated the maximum
likelihood (ML) topology using the online program
PHYML (Guindon and Gascuel 2003; http://www.
atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/). Again, 10 random start-
ing trees were created, followed by subtree pruning-
regrafting + nearest-neighbor interchange branch
swapping. Tree topology, substitution model param-
eters, and branch lengths were optimized. We estimated
the topology under Bayesian inference (BI) using the
program MRBAYES (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003).
Four independent runs were conducted with 4 chains
each (1 cold and 3 incrementally heated; temperature =
0.05). Chains were run for 7,500,000 generations, with
sampling every 1,000th generation. All other parameter
values were the program defaults. Convergence was
assessed by measuring average standard deviations
of split frequencies (<0.01), potential scale reduction
factor (∼1.0), and plateauing of log-likelihood values.
Tree topology, branch lengths, and posterior probabil-
ities of branch support were summarized across all 4
runs using the total 20,000 trees remaining after the
burn-in from each run (2,500 trees) was discarded. We
calculated the log-likelihoods for the ML, BI, and MP
consensus trees by employing the model-averaged esti-
mates of nucleotide substitution under the ML criterion
using the program PAUP*. No statistical difference in
log-likelihoods was found between the ML and BI trees
(Shimodaira–Hasegawa test; Shimodaira and Hasegawa
1999), whereas the MP tree was judged to be signifi-
cantly poorer than the other 2. Because the ML and BI
trees agree in the essential features of their topologies,
we report results only for the latter.
Association of the nuclear and mtDNA divergence be-
tween individuals was evaluated by means of a Mantel
procedure based on 5,000 permutations of the nuclear
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Dps values and mtDNA ML distances (averaged substi-
tution model). This procedure was coupled with estima-
tion of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient as the
test statistic.
The operational criteria of reproductive isolation
(Mayr 1982) and its converse, reproductive cohesiveness
(Lambert and Spencer 1995), were evaluated from our
genetic data in several ways. Two measures of nuclear
population genetic differentiation, FST and G′ST, were
estimated for 7 S. saevissima populations to help infer
levels of interpopulation isolation or gene flow. The pop-
ulations were defined by assigning individuals to 1 of 6
STRUCTURE-inferred clusters in which the majority of
their nuclear ancestry fell. Two individuals that had no
majority cluster ancestry, G82 and Pi87, were assigned
to a unique seventh population because they appear to
form a distinct lineage in the phylogenetic analyses and
because they were collected in proximity to one another
at the southern margin of the species range (Fig. 1). A
third individual with no majority cluster ancestry, W73,
was assigned to the population with which it shared the
greatest proportion of its ancestry. Values of FST were
estimated by the method of Weir and Cockerham (1984)
using GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousset 1995; http://
genepop.curtin.edu.au/); values of G′ST, an estimator
of FST that is standardized by the level of population
genetic variation, were estimated by the method of
Hedrick (2005) using MSA. Probabilities that G′ST esti-
mates exceeded zero were determined by permuting
genotypes across populations 10,000 times (Michalakis
and Excoffier 1996) in MSA. Multilocus G′ST estimates
involving the other species included in this study (S. in-
victa, S. richteri, S. geminata) also were obtained in order
to gauge genetic divergence between recognized fire ant
species.
We estimated levels of genetically effective nuclear
gene flow (Nem) between the same 7 S. saevissima pop-
ulations using 2 different but related methods. The
first makes use of the formula Nem = (1/FST − 1)/4
(Slatkin 1987; Whitlock and McCauley 1999), whereas
the second is the private alleles method of Barton and
Slatkin (1986), as implemented in the online program
GENEPOP. Interspecific estimates were obtained in
cases where the STRUCTURE results suggested possi-
ble hybridization between species.
Recent immigration rates between populations were
assessed using the Bayesian nonequilibrium approach
of Wilson and Rannala (2003), as implemented in the
program BAYESASS. In order to optimize the accepted
numbers of proposed changes in the Markov chain,
delta values for the allele frequencies, migration rates,
and inbreeding values were set at 0.35, 0.33, and 0.17,
respectively. The total number of generations in each
run was 3,000,000, of which 1,000,000 were burn-in,
with sampling every 1,000th generation. Because the
program is limited to 35 loci for the input data, a resam-
pling procedure was instituted whereby data from 35 of
the 67 nuclear loci were sampled (without replacement)
and the program was run; this procedure was repeated
50 times. The estimates of immigration rates, along with
their 95% confidence limits, were taken as the means
across all the simulations. We note that this method es-
timates noneffective dispersal, in that the long-term
reproductive contributions of immigrant genotypes
to the recipient gene pool, if any, are not considered
(Broquet et al. 2009). Thus, the relevance of the results
with regard to reproductive isolation or cohesiveness is
not as clear as for estimates of effective gene flow.
Results of the STRUCTURE analyses indicated a pos-
sible clinal change in allele frequencies from south to
north along the western segment of the main range of
S. saevissima, a pattern relevant to the issue of gene flow
over this part of the range. We examined this possibility
by testing for a pattern of isolation by distance (IBD) in
the nuclear composition of 34 individuals from this area,
a pattern whereby genetic similarity decreases with ge-
ographical separation (Slatkin 1993; Rousset 1997). We
analyzed the relationship of the genetic distance Dps
with the great circle geographical distance between in-
dividuals using GENEPOP. Significance of IBD relation-
ships was determined by means of a Mantel procedure
based on 5,000 data permutations coupled with estima-
tion of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient.
Ecological Niche Modeling
Our sample locality data were used in conjunction
with ecological niche modeling to evaluate the oper-
ational species delimitation criterion of occupation of
distinctive niches or adaptive zones (Van Valen 1976).
Niche-based distribution models were created by max-
imum entropy modeling using the program MAXENT
(Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips and Dudı´k 2008). This pro-
gram, which performs particularly well with small sam-
ple sizes (Guisan et al. 2007; Pearson et al. 2007; Wisz
et al. 2008), yields projections of potentially suitable
habitat using environmental layers and presence-only
data (Elith et al. 2006; Phillips et al. 2006; Pearson et al.
2007). Environmental layers were resampled at 2.5-arc-
minute resolution, which approximates the estimated
error in our georeferencing efforts. The layers repre-
sent bioclimatic and landcover variables. The former
include temperature and precipitation (from World-
Clim’s BIOCLIM data set; Hijmans et al. 2005), whereas
the latter include current landcover (GLC2000 database;
http://www-gem.jrc.it/glc2000/) and reconstructed
undisturbed vegetation types (eco reg layer of Phillips
et al. 2006). The relative utility of each variable was
assessed using MAXENT’s jackknife test and response
curves with all the S. saevissima locality data. We evalu-
ated models by testing distributions predicted from 75%
of the samples with the remaining 25% of samples us-
ing 100 replicate bootstrap tests. We then used binomial
tests to calculate the statistical significance of the pre-
dictions relative to random predictions with the same
proportions of predictive and test samples. To avoid
overparameterization, we reduced the environmental
layers to the following 9 variables for all subsequent
analyses: temperature seasonality, annual temperature
range, annual precipitation, precipitation in the wettest
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quarter, precipitation in the driest quarter, annual cloud
cover, annual vapor pressure, elevation, and histor-
ical landcover. The convergence threshold (0.00001),
maximum number of iterations (500), regularization
multiplier (1), and other settings were the default val-
ues for the program. We generated logistic model out-
put, which can be regarded as giving the probability of
suitable habitat (or of population presence) for a given
cell. Distribution models were constructed for 5 of the
7 S. saevissima populations (genetic clusters) described
above that were sampled at 5 or more localities (e.g.,
Pearson et al. 2007).
To test for significant differences between estimated
niche spaces, we followed Rissler and Apodaca (2007)
and Stockman and Bond (2007). We conducted principal
components analysis (PCA) on the environmental val-
ues for each sample locality and then used scores of the
first 4 principal components (which explained 93% of
the variance) as dependent variables in a multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) to test for significant
differences among populations. Tukey’s honestly sig-
nificant difference (HSD) test was used to determine
which pairs of populations differed in their habitat
environmental attributes. All statistical tests were con-
ducted in the R software environment (http://www.
r-project.org/) using the ADE4 package (Chessel et al.
2004).
Cuticular Color Analyses
Solenopsis saevissima is notorious for variation in adult
cuticle color among colonies (Trager 1991; Pitts 2002),
so this feature generally has not been relied upon in
morphological diagnoses of the species. Nonetheless, it
is logical to ask whether color variants cluster in accord
with other indicators of species boundaries obtained in
this study, that is, whether the phenetic cluster opera-
tional criterion for delimitation (Michener 1970) may be
met with respect to color. Based on visual inspection,
we selected a single representative mature adult worker
from each sampled S. saevissima nest for detailed cutic-
ular hue and brightness analysis; minor workers with
potentially atypical coloration (Trager 1991) and young
workers with incompletely sclerotized cuticles were
avoided. Our study colonies are assumed to comprise
full-sibling families in which workers are related to one
another by 0.75 (e.g., Ross et al. 1988); thus, within-
colony color variation of mature majors likely is small
compared with among-colony variation. Each specimen
was mounted on heavy white paper with the dorsal
surfaces of the head and thorax clearly presented. All
were scanned in a single scan in 24-bit RGB mode at a
spatial resolution of 1,200 dpi with a Hewlett-Packard
Scanjet (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA) 5530 flatbed
scanner. Images of single representative rectangles of
cuticle (150–400 pixels) from the mesothoracic dorsum,
the head posterior (vertex), and the head anterior (near
the clypeal margin) of each specimen were imported
into the program Corel (Corel, Mountain View, CA)
PHOTO-PAINT, and the mean luminosity across all
pixels of each image was determined in the R, G, and
B channels. Luminosity in the B channel generally was
very low and so was not considered further. Both the R
and the G luminosity values were strongly correlated
between the thorax and the head posterior, so means of
the values for these 2 regions were used in subsequent
analyses.
A matrix of Euclidean distances between each pair of
specimens based on the set of 4 individual luminosity
values was constructed using MINITAB (Minitab, State
College, PA) statistical software. An agglomerative hi-
erarchical method was used to cluster specimens into
larger groups of similarly colored ants based on these
distances using the same program; the single linkage
rule and a cutoff level of 90% similarity were employed
to determine the final clustering. PCA using the covari-
ance matrix for the luminosity values also was run in
MINITAB to identify features of cuticle color contribut-
ing to overall similarity of group members. Four prin-
cipal components (the number of color measurements)
were calculated, but the first 2 accounted for more than
99% of the total variance in the original color data.
RESULTS
Characteristics of the Genetic Markers
Nuclear genotype and mtDNA haplotype data for
all study specimens are presented in online Appendix 1.
The diversity observed at each marker class is
TABLE 1. Diversity statistics for the genetic markers used in this study
Nuclear markers
Allozymes (N = 10) Microsatellites (N = 57) mtDNA
Gene Allele Gene Allele Haplotype Haplotype
diversity richness diversity richness diversity richness
Solenopsis saevissima Minimum 0.097 2 0.016 2
Maximum 0.647 7 0.963 33
Mean 0.338 4.30 0.647 12.05 0.990 48
All species Minimum 0.113 3 0.043 2
Maximum 0.797 13 0.971 45
mean 0.361 5.30 0.721 15.72 0.993 66
Notes: Entries are shown separately for the allozyme and microsatellite nuclear markers and for the mtDNA, as well as for nominal S. saevissima
and for all the species pooled. Minima, maxima, and means across loci are shown for the nuclear markers.
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summarized in Table 1. The number of alleles per
microsatellite locus spans a remarkable range in both
nominal S. saevissima and the entire collection of sam-
ples, and the allozyme allele richness, although pre-
dictably less than that for the microsatellites, also spans
an impressive range for this marker type. Most study
individuals possessed unique mtDNA variants over the
approximately 785-bp fragment sequenced, leading to
exceptionally high haplotype diversity and richness.
The range and magnitude of variation found at our
markers are such that, in aggregate, they are expected to
be highly informative with regard to evaluating several
operational criteria for species delimitation.
Nuclear Genetic Clusters
Application of the method of Evanno et al. (2005)
to our STRUCTURE output revealed that the value of
ΔKmax for 8 clusters exceeded by an order of
magnitude the next greatest ΔK value (26.9, 2.70). More-
over, our model with K = 8 clusters consistently re-
turned the highest posterior probabilities for our data
(ln Pr[X|8] = −15, 268; Pr[K = 8] > 0.999; see Pritchard
et al. 2007). The genomic apportionment of each sam-
pled individual in the 8 nuclear clusters is presented
in Figure 1, along with the generalized geographical
distributions of the clusters. A remarkable feature of
the apportionment results is that the 3 nonfocal species,
S. richteri, S. invicta, and S. geminata, are each repre-
sented almost exclusively by a single cluster, whereas, in
contrast, 6 clusters are well represented among nominal
S. saevissima. Cluster 1 is the dominant component in
S. saevissima samples from the southwest part of the
main range (the range east of Amazonas from which
the species is best known), whereas Cluster 2 is domi-
nant in samples from further north in the main range.
A third cluster chiefly characterizes the genomes of ants
collected around Belo Horizonte, Brazil, whereas Clus-
ter 4, the S. geminata cluster, dominates as well among
S. saevissima from the central Atlantic seaboard. A fifth
cluster chiefly characterizes the genomes of S. saevissima
from the southeast Atlantic seaboard, and a sixth cluster
characterizes the genomes of S. saevissima from Envira,
at the headwaters of the Amazon drainage. Based on
the genetic cluster operational criterion, these 6 clus-
ters designate candidate populations for delimitation as
cryptic species.
Several other features of the individual genomic ap-
portionments made by STRUCTURE are noteworthy.
Only 3 of the 94 study individuals, all nominal S. sae-
vissima, did not have a majority apportionment in a
single cluster. One of these, W73, had large ancestry
components (>33% each) from the 2 clusters common
around its collection site (Clusters 1 and 2) as well as
a substantial component (24%) from a cluster well rep-
resented in a neighboring area (Cluster 3). The other
2 individuals, G82 and Pi87, are quite remarkable in
the degree of admixture of their genomes; both have
>10% representation of 2 or 3 S. saevissima clusters as
well as 5–15% representation of both the S. richteri and
the S. invicta clusters. Admixture of other S. saevissima
individuals attributable to S. richteri and S. invicta rarely
approached 1%. Samples G82 and Pi87 were collected
in the highlands at the extreme southern margin of the
range of S. saevissima, an area near the range margins of
the 2 congeners (see Fig. 1).
A plot of each individual’s 3D coordinates derived
from NMDS analysis performed on nuclear Dps dis-
tances is shown in Figure 2. The points representing
the 3 nonfocal species, which occupy the margins of
the 3D phenetic space, cluster well by species. Even
so, the 2 geographical populations of S. invicta, them-
selves candidate cryptic species (Ross et al. 2007), are
clearly identifiable. Among nominal S. saevissima, the
NMDS results indicate the existence of several distinct
and well-differentiated genetic clusters. Three of these
largely correspond to the regionally segregated Clus-
ters 4, 5, and 6 detected in the STRUCTURE analyses,
whereas the fourth consists of the apparently highly
admixed southern highlands samples, G82 and Pi87.
Samples of S. saevissima with majority assignments to
STRUCTURE Clusters 1–3 form a group of relatively
similar individuals that collectively are quite distinct
from the remaining S. saevissima samples.
Two-dimensional NMDS analysis revealed similar
patterns of overall genetic similarity, with one ex-
ception. The samples with predominant ancestry in
STRUCTURE Cluster 4 were separated into 3 distinct
groups, one containing S. geminata and S. saevissima
sample W22; one containing S. saevissima samples W9,
W11, W14, and W16; and one containing S. saevissima
samples W17 and W18 (data not shown). This sunder-
ing of the central Atlantic S. saevissima samples and close
linkage of W22 with the distantly related S. geminata is
evident to a lesser extent in the 3D analysis (Fig. 2).
Overall, the NMDS results agree with the
STRUCTURE results in suggesting that the populations
corresponding to Clusters 4–6, as well as the south-
ern highlands samples, are appropriate candidates for
species delimitation. On the other hand, the NMDS re-
sults do not provide compelling evidence for separating
Clusters 1–3 from one another.
Monophyly of Populations
The NJ tree derived from the nuclear interindividual
Dps distances is shown in Figure 3 (TreeBASE acces-
sion number M4818). According to this tree, nominal
S. saevissima is paraphyletic with respect to S. invicta and
S. richteri, a result well supported for specimen W22 and
moderately so for the 2 southern highlands specimens,
G82 and Pi87. Nominal S. invicta also appears to be
paraphyletic, with 2 well-supported nonsister lineages
corresponding to the sampled geographical populations
(presumed cryptic species) of this taxon. There is good
support for a monophyletic S. invicta + S. richteri, in
keeping with the hypothesis that they are members
of an apical clade of the species group (the “socially
polymorphic” clade) that excludes S. saevissima (Pitts
2002).
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FIGURE 2. Plot of individual 3D coordinates derived from NMDS analysis performed on interindividual nuclear genetic distances (Dps).
Colors correspond to distinct genetic clusters detected by STRUCTURE analysis, with each individual assigned to the cluster in which the
majority of its nuclear ancestry fell. Three individuals had no majority assignment, the 2 individuals from the southern highlands population
(G82 and Pi87) and a single individual with largest ancestry components from the SW and NW main range clusters (W73). These and the central
Atlantic S. saevissima specimens are identified.
Several well-supported regional clades of S. saevissima
are recovered in the nuclear NJ tree. Notable among
these are the SE Atlantic, Envira, Belo Horizonte, and
southern highlands groups, which correspond well with
groups identified by the STRUCTURE and/or NMDS
analyses. Also, the central Atlantic cluster (minus W22)
is marginally supported as a monophyletic group and
is divided into well-supported groups of northern and
southern samples, paralleling the NMDS results. Finally,
a group corresponding to all the samples with major-
ity ancestry in STRUCTURE Cluster 1 (except W70) is
recovered but with relatively weak support. The hy-
pothesized monophyly of several nominal S. saevissima
populations that also correspond to distinct genetic clus-
ters provides additional support for their delimitation
as previously unrecognized species.
Several other features of the NJ tree warrant mention.
The southern highlands S. saevissima appear to be more
closely related to S. invicta and S. richteri than to other
S. saevissima. Also, a sister relationship is evident be-
tween the S. saevissima samples nearest the Amazon
mouth (W46 and W47) and the Envira samples collected
several thousand kilometers distant in the headwaters
of the Amazon drainage. A suggestion of this relation-
ship is found as well in the STRUCTURE results (Fig. 1),
with the Amazon mouth samples sharing significant
ancestry (≈20%) with the Envira cluster. The combined
Envira and Amazon mouth group may in turn be most
closely related to another group of samples taken near
the mouth of this drainage (W44, W48, W49, and W50),
reinforcing the idea that historical or recent migra-
tion along the length of this enormous basin has left its
genomic imprint in these samples.
The relatively divergent sample W22 is placed at
the base of the ingroup in the NJ tree. According to
this depiction of individual relationships, W22 is quite
distantly related to the other central Atlantic samples
despite the fact that they all have >63% ancestry in
STRUCTURE Cluster 4, the S. geminata cluster (Fig. 1).
A closer phenetic resemblance of W22 than the other
central Atlantic samples to this distantly related species
is evident in its higher Cluster 4 ancestry, its closer prox-
imity to S. geminata in the NMDS plot (Fig. 2), and the
relatively low Dps values between W22 and S. geminata
(see Fig. 4). The substantial shared ancestry between all
the central Atlantic S. saevissima and S. geminata sug-
gested by STRUCTURE, which is not evident for the
other S. saevissima samples from areas of sympatry, pre-
sumably is the result of one or more bouts of historical
hybridization between the species in the central At-
lantic region. Large-scale retention of shared ancestral
variation is a less likely explanation, given the phylo-
genetic separation of these taxa into different species
groups (Pitts 2002) and the presumably long period
since inception of reproductive isolation. The elevated
shared ancestry between W22 and S. geminata may sig-
nal more recent or extensive hybrization between these
lineages, which may also explain the position of W22
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FIGURE 3. NJ tree of individual relationships derived from nuclear genetic distances (Dps). Specimens of nominal Solenopsis saevissima are
indicated by their codes at the terminals; individuals of the other species are indicated by circles. Colors of the terminals correspond to genetic
clusters detected by STRUCTURE (majority assignment; see Fig. 1). Several hypothesized lineages congruent with STRUCTURE and/or NMDS
clusters are identified. Bootstrap support values indicate the percentage of times a node was recovered in 1,000 bootstrap trees based on NJ
analysis of Dps distances, NJ analysis of DC distances, or Fitch and Margoliash (FM) analysis of DC distances (only values >75% reported;
asterisks indicate other bootstrap values >50%). The tree was rooted by specifying S. geminata as the outgroup.
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of nuclear distances (Dps) and mtDNA
sequence divergence (ML distances under an averaged substitution
model) between pairs of individuals included in this study. Pairs com-
prising Solenopsis geminata and other samples are indicated by trian-
gles (white triangles: S. geminata/W22 pairs), pairs comprising W22
and other samples are indicated by diamonds, and all other pairs are
indicated by circles.
at the base of the ingroup in the NJ tree (e.g., McDade
1992).
Exclusion of the allozyme data in construction of
the NJ/Dps tree produced a very similar topology to
that shown in Figure 3 but with lower support for sev-
eral major clades. For example, bootstrap values fell
from 100% to 89% for the SE Atlantic clade and from
88% to 76% for the Belo Horizonte clade. This sug-
gests that the allozyme loci contribute some genealogi-
cal/phylogenetic signal that generally is congruent with
that contained in the much larger microsatellite data set.
The BI tree depicting relationships of the mtDNA
sequences from our samples is shown in Figure 5 (Tree-
BASE accession number M4819). Some major features
of the tree are congruent with the nuclear NJ tree, such
as the sequence from S. saevissima sample W22 lies at
the base of the ingroup; the S. invicta sequences are
paraphyletic; the SE Atlantic sequences (along with
that from W16) form a well-supported clade; a clade
including sequences from all the samples with major-
ity nuclear ancestry in STRUCTURE Cluster 1 (except
W70) is recovered with strong support; the 2 southern
highland samples yield sister sequences that are dis-
tantly related to all other sequences; the sole sequence
found in the Amazon mouth samples (W46 and W47)
is sister to the Envira (Amazon headwaters) sequence
clade; and sequences from most of the samples with
majority membership in STRUCTURE Cluster 3 (Belo
Horizonte) form a well-supported clade. On the other
hand, there are also fundamental conflicts between the
mtDNA and nuclear trees, such as the S. richteri se-
quences are paraphyletic; the sequence from the central
Atlantic S. saevissima sample W16 falls within the SE
Atlantic sequence clade; the sequence from Belo Hori-
zonte samples O7 and O8 is placed in a different major
branch of the tree than the clade containing the bulk of
sequences from this population; the central Atlantic se-
quences are distributed across several highly divergent
clades (even disregarding W22); and the southern high-
lands sequences are allied with NW main range and
Envira sequences rather than heterospecific sequences
from S. invicta and S. richteri.
One telling feature of the mtDNA phylogeny is the
placement of several S. saevissima sequences within
the major clade containing the S. invicta and S. richteri
sequences (Fig. 5). Although most of the source
S. saevissima samples originated in the southerly parts of
its range close to the ranges of the other species, samples
W16, W51, and W67 were collected many hundred kilo-
meters from any current area of sympatry. This result
suggests a highly complex evolutionary history of the
mtDNA in S. saevissima, a recurring conclusion for mem-
bers of its species group (Ross and Shoemaker 2005;
Shoemaker et al. 2006). The discordance with the nu-
clear tree suggests that the mtDNA relationships do not
accurately portray the relationships of the S. saevissima
populations in many instances, calling into question the
general relevance of the mtDNA tree to the monophyly
operational criterion for species delimitation.
The mtDNA sequence of S. saevissima sample O9
from the Belo Horizonte population falls within a well-
supported clade of sequences that otherwise come from
the adjacent SW main range population. This sample
was collected at the geographic boundary of the 2 nu-
clear clusters, and its nuclear genome has almost 25%
ancestry in the SW main range cluster according to
the STRUCTURE analysis (see Fig. 1), far more than
any other Belo Horizonte sample. Thus, some gene ex-
change between the clusters at their contact zone may
explain the genetic makeup of this specimen.
The position of the mtDNA sequence from S. saevis-
sima sample W22 at the base of the ingroup in the BI tree
adds further support to the suggestion from the nuclear
data that the lineage including this specimen experi-
enced hybrization with sympatric S. geminata. Again,
given the presumed phylogenetic distance between
the 2 nominal species, the highly similar sequences of
S. geminata and W22 (see Fig. 4) are unlikely to have
persisted since the time of lineage separation (i.e., to
represent ancestral polymorphism or haplotypes that
diverged from a common ancestral sequence following
speciation). Instead, the W22 sequence may represent
a slightly modified variant of a secondarily acquired
S. geminata haplotype.
A comparison of the nuclear and mtDNA divergence
between all pairs of individuals in this study is depicted
in Figure 4. No correlation exists between the nuclear
and mtDNA distances, regardless of whether or not S.
geminata and sample W22 are included in the data set
(Mantel tests; both P > 0.99). This lack of association be-
tween individual nuclear and mitochondrial distances
parallels the substantial incongruence between the trees
derived from the different genomes.
Gene Flow and Reproductive Isolation
Information relevant to the operational criteria of
gene flow (reproductive cohesiveness) or its converse,
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FIGURE 5. BI tree of phylogenetic relationships of mtDNA sequences from fire ants included in this study (triangles link identical sequences).
Specimens of nominal Solenopsis saevissima are indicated by their codes at the terminals; individuals of the other species are indicated by circles.
Colors of the terminals correspond to nuclear genetic clusters detected by STRUCTURE. Several hypothesized lineages largely congruent with
STRUCTURE and/or NMDS clusters are identified. Posterior probability values are shown for each node (only values >75% reported; asterisks
indicate other posterior probability values >50%). The tree was rooted by specifying the S. geminata sequences as the outgroup.
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reproductive isolation, was extracted in several ways
from our genetic data. First, the STRUCTURE results
suggest a general clinal change in allele frequencies
from south to north along our western transect in
the main range of S. saevissima, signified by a grad-
ual transition from Cluster 1 to Cluster 2 (Fig. 1). A test
for IBD in the nuclear composition of ants from this
area confirmed that genetic similarity decreases with
geographical separation along this transect (Mantel test;
P < 0.0001), supporting the existence of the proposed
genetic cline and implicating spatially restricted but sig-
nificant gene flow between the SW and the NW main
range populations as the cause.
In a more general analysis of gene flow and reproduc-
tive isolation, we estimated 2 standard measures of nu-
clear population genetic differentiation, FST and G′ST. As
expected, given the differences in diversity between the
2 classes of nuclear loci, single-locus values of FST across
all 7 S. saevissima populations generally are greater for
the allozymes than for the microsatellites (means: 0.573
and 0.233; ranges: 0.333–0.921 and 0.001–0.786 for the
respective marker types). On the other hand, values
of G′ST, a population differentiation measure standard-
ized by heterozygosity level, are distributed similarly
between the 2 marker classes (means: 0.608 and 0.605;
ranges: 0.186–0.942 and 0.001–0.954). Importantly, com-
parisons of pairwise population FST and G′ST values
derived separately from the allozymes and microsatel-
lites for S. saevissima and the other species show that the
2 marker classes display parallel patterns of population
genetic differentiation (FST: Mantel test, P = 0.009; G′ST:
Mantel test, P= 0.032). This result reinforces our conclu-
sion from the phylogenetic analyses that the 2 types of
nuclear markers contribute congruent signal pertaining
to individual and population relationships.
Estimates of G′ST for each pair of nominal S. saevis-
sima populations based on all 67 nuclear loci are pre-
sented in Table 2. The populations display from about
one-quarter to two-thirds of the maximum divergence
possible given their observed heterozygosity (Hedrick
2005). These estimates of differentiation generally are
statistically significant based on a permutation test,
confirming that the populations comprise genetically
distinct clusters with restricted gene flow between them
(the nonsignificant estimates involve the southern high-
lands population, for which sample size is smallest).
Distributions of G′ST values are compared between pairs
of S. saevissima populations and pairs of heterospecific
fire ant populations in Figure 6. Values of G′ST between
S. geminata and species of the S. saevissima species group
typically exceed 0.70, whereas those for heterospecific
populations of S. saevissima-group species, whether al-
lopatric or sympatric, generally fall in the range 0.45–
0.65. Among the nominal S. saevissima pairs, only 6 G′ST
estimates (29%) fall below 0.45, all of which involve
the SW or NW main range populations (see Table 2).
These comparisons reveal that nuclear genetic differen-
tiation of regional populations of nominal S. saevissima
commonly rivals or exceeds the differentiation observed
between recognized species in the group that are known
or assumed to be fully reproductively isolated (e.g., Ross
and Shoemaker 2005).
Effective rates of nuclear gene flow (Nem) across all
7 S. saevissima populations are estimated at 0.748 (from
FST) and 0.674 (private alleles method). Distributions
of Nem values obtained by the 2 methods are shown
for each pair of these conspecific populations as well
as for pairs of heterospecific populations of special
interest in Figure 7. Estimates of the pairwise Nem
values obtained by the different methods are highly
correlated (Mantel test, P = 0.0002), but the values gen-
erated using the private alleles method consistently are
somewhat lower than those calculated from FST. All but
3 of the conspecific S. saevissima pairs (86%) yield Nem
values less than 1.0 by both methods (see also Table 2).
Gene flow estimates between the SW main range, NW
main range, and Belo Horizonte populations exceed 1.0,
as determined by both estimation methods in the case of
the former 2 populations; evidence for some admixture
among all 3 of these populations is apparent also in the
individual ancestry assignments made by STRUCTURE
(Fig. 1), especially in the clinal transition between the 2
main range clusters. Eight of the S. saevissima population
pairs (38%) yield Nem values less than 0.5 by both meth-
ods; all involve the SE Atlantic or southern highlands
populations. Values of Nem in or below the range 0.5–
1.0 are viewed with special interest for species delimita-
tion because the range corresponds to a general upper
limit at which gene flow can counteract drift to prevent
population differentiation at neutral genes in a simple
island model (Slatkin 1987; Porter 1990; Hedrick 2000;
Shaffer and Thomson 2007). Thus, most pairs of nom-
inal S. saevissima populations may be effectively fully
reproductively isolated even at genes not experiencing
divergent selection (e.g., Petit and Excoffier 2009).
Values of Nem between the S. saevissima central At-
lantic population and S. geminata, as well as between
the S. saevissima southern highlands population and S.
invicta or S. richteri, consistently are close to or below 0.5
(Fig. 7). Thus, despite the more or less substantial ances-
try these S. saevissima populations share with the other
species according to the STRUCTURE and other anal-
yses, recent introgression would appear to have been
minimal.
Recent noneffective migration into populations de-
tectable in the nuclear genome was quantified using
BAYESASS. Based on this approach, nonimmigrant
genotypes typically make up around 80% of each
S. saevissima population (Table 3). In only 4 cases did
migration from a specific source exceed 4%; these in-
volved immigration between the SW and the NW main
range populations and immigration into these from the
Belo Horizonte population. Results from our other anal-
yses indicate that the elevated migration in these cases
leads to elevated effective gene flow rates (see Table 2
and Fig. 1). In no case were S. geminata, S. invicta, or
S. richteri estimated to contribute more than 3.2% to the
migrant composition of any S. saevissima population,
and this low rate evidently rarely results in contempo-
rary interspecific introgression (Fig. 7).
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TABLE 2. Estimates of nuclear genetic differentiation (G′ST, above diagonal) and effective rates of nuclear gene flow (Nem, below diagonal)
between Solenopsis saevissima study populations
Southern SW main NW main Belo Central SE Atlantic Envira
highlands range range Horizonte Atlantic
Southern highlands — 0.527 0.465* 0.552 0.674 0.625 0.573
SW main range 0.472 — 0.242** 0.322** 0.428** 0.630** 0.486**
0.342
NW main range 0.534 1.808 — 0.344** 0.258** 0.508** 0.439**
0.347 1.235
Belo Horizonte 0.369 1.172 1.245 — 0.467** 0.656** 0.517**
0.280 0.920 0.866
Central Atlantic 0.918 0.823 0.971 0.772 — 0.615* 0.553**
0.448 0.527 0.608 0.547
SE Atlantic 0.487 0.414 0.487 0.368 0.732 — 0.581**
0.319 0.327 0.343 0.303 0.469
Envira 0.314 0.681 0.915 0.540 0.653 0.454 —
0.177 0.464 0.734 0.365 0.342 0.249
Notes: Values of Nem were estimated by the private alleles method (shaded entries) or from FST. Values of Nem > 1.0 are highlighted in bold.
G′ST values that significantly exceed zero (after Bonferroni correction) are indicated by *(P < 0.05) or ** (P < 0.01).
Ecological Niche-Based Distribution Models
Ecological niche modeling was conducted to evalu-
ate the operational species delimitation criterion of oc-
cupation of distinct niches. Generally, there seems to be
FIGURE 6. Values of G′ST estimated between paired populations of
nominal Solenopsis saevissima, between populations of nominal S. sae-
vissima and heterospecific fire ants, and between other heterospecific
fire ant populations (Solenopsis geminata, Solenopsis invicta, and Solenop-
sis richteri). Symbols for heterospecific pairs are white if S. geminata, the
only study species not a member of the S. saevissima species group, is
included.
little overprediction from our models, with most sam-
ples collected in areas of high probability of habitat suit-
ability (P > 0.4). The lowest probabilities of suitability
were found for 2 of the southernmost samples in the SW
main range population (PW85 = 0.18; PW86 = 0.20).
Distributions of the ecological niches predicted for the
5 best sampled S. saevissima populations are mapped in
Figure 8. Scores of the first 4 principal components de-
rived from the environmental values differ significantly
across all populations (Wilk’s lambda = 0.031; F6,150.34 =
19.83; P < 0.0001), signaling meaningful overall niche
space differentiation. Pairwise comparisons reveal that
the predicted niches for the 3 southern populations, SW
FIGURE 7. Levels of effective nuclear gene flow (Nem) estimated
between pairs of populations by 2 methods. Circles represent esti-
mates for pairs of Solenopsis saevissima populations, whereas triangles
represent estimates between selected S. saevissima and heterospecific
populations. A legend to symbols for Nem estimates of special inter-
est is shown. The dotted line indicates equality of estimates from the 2
methods.
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main range, Belo Horizonte, and SE Atlantic, do not
differ significantly at any of the first 4 principal compo-
nents (Tukey’s HSD test, PC1: F4,52 = 17.61; P = 0.856–
0.997; PC2: F4,52=5.29; P = 0.586–0.996; PC3: F4,52=15.57;
P = 0.088–0.957; PC4: F4,52 = 3.77; P = 0.936–1.000), but
all other population pairs differ significantly in their
scores at 1 or 2 principal components (Tukey’s HSD
test, all P < 0.015). The environmental features at the
Envira (western Amazonas) locality are not encom-
passed in the predicted niche envelope of any of the
modeled populations, whereas features at the southern
highlands localities are well within the niche envelope
of the SE Atlantic population (PG82 = 0.66; PPi87 = 0.31;
see Fig. 8). Results of the niche modeling thus support
the candidacy of several of the regional genetic clusters
as separate newly delimited species, including the 2
main range populations.
Cuticular Color
Cuticular color analysis was conducted to learn
whether color variants within nominal S. saevissima
cluster in accord with other indicators of species bound-
aries, that is, whether the phenetic cluster operational
criterion for delimitation is met with respect to this trait.
Four major clusters (color morphs) were recovered from
the hierarchical cluster analysis using Euclidean dis-
tances derived from thorax and head color, although
2 specimens (W39 and W49) were not placed in any
of the groups. PCA revealed that 2 components to-
gether explain 99.2% of the total data variance. PC1,
which explains 87.6% of the variance, represents the
overall R and G luminosity of the ants, whereas PC2,
which explains 11.6 % of the variance, contrasts the R
and G luminosity of the head anterior with that of the
head posterior and thorax. The plot of these 2 princi-
pal component scores reveals the 4 groups found with
the cluster analysis (Fig. 9). Three of the morphs sep-
arate completely along PC1, with a large cluster of
uniformly dark brown specimens from localities con-
fined almost entirely to the southern part of the main
range, a large cluster of uniformly orange-brown spec-
imens confined almost entirely to the northern main
range, and a cluster of yellow-brown specimens from
the western Amazonas locality (see Fig. 1). The distri-
butional patterns for these morphs coincide generally
with those reported previously (Trager 1991; Pitts 2002).
The fourth major cluster, which separates well from the
FIGURE 8. Predicted distributions of suitable ecological niches for 5 genetically distinct Solenopsis saevissima populations based on 9 environ-
mental variables. Collection localities are indicated with white circles for samples with majority assignment to the listed genetic cluster based
on STRUCTURE analyses. Collection localities for samples from Envira and the SE Atlantic population are indicated with a black triangle and
black squares, respectively. Probabilities of suitable habitat derived from MAXENT are shown as heat maps, with warmer colors representing
higher associated probabilities (typical collection localities have probability ≈0.5 of occurring in suitable habitat; Phillips et al. 2006). Grey lines
demarcate predicted niche envelopes that differ statistically from one another using MANOVA on the scores of the first 4 principal components
derived from PCA.
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FIGURE 9. Plot of scores of individual Solenopsis saevissima workers at the first 2 principal components resulting from PCA of cuticular color.
Points corresponding to 4 distinct morphs revealed by hierarchical cluster analysis are indicated by differently shaded circles (2 specimens did
not fall into one of these clusters). Ant worker icons depicting the morph cuticular colors are reproductions based on the average measured R,
G, and B luminosities of the thorax, head posterior, and head anterior (see Materials and Methods).
others along both PC1 and PC2, comprises a morph
that combines overall dorsal coloration intermediate
between the dark brown and the orange-brown forms
with a much paler head anterior (2-tone morph; see
also Trager 1991). These latter specimens were found
at localities scattered throughout the main part of the
range (Fig. 1). The 4 cuticular color morphs are highly
significantly differentiated from one another by their
PC1 scores (Kruskal–Wallis test, P < 0.001), with each
pair of clusters also significantly differentiated (Dunn’s
multiple comparisons test, all P < 0.01).
The S. saevissima color morphs are not distributed ran-
domly among the 7 genetically delineated populations
(Fisher’s exact test, P < 0.0001), a finding perhaps to
be anticipated given the strong geographic structure ev-
ident in both the morphological and the genetic data
sets. Nonetheless, whereas the Envira, SE Atlantic, and
southern highlands populations contain only a single
color variant, the remaining populations are polymor-
phic (Fig. 1). In fact, the central Atlantic cluster has all
3 morphs found east of Amazonas. Because cuticular
coloration generally is not predictive of genetic affin-
ity in the main range, its diagnostic taxonomic utility
is likely to be negligible for most specimens of nominal
S. saevissima.
DISCUSSION
The S. saevissima species group comprises a taxo-
nomically challenging assemblage of recently diverged
fire ant species that are of considerable economic and
scientific importance. Among the nominal species,
S. saevissima is especially noteworthy in terms of the size
and ecological breadth of its natural range and the mag-
nitude of phenotypic variability observed across this
range. The goal of the current study was to employ data
from a large and diverse set of genetic markers, along
with morphological and distributional/bioclimatic in-
formation, to hypothesize the existence of evolutionar-
ily independent lineages (cryptic species) within this
widespread and variable taxon. We adopted an in-
tegrated approach in which we sequentially tested
whether populations meet various operational crite-
ria (contingent properties) for delimitation as cryptic
species. One advantage of such an approach is that con-
gruence of different independent operational criteria
lends confidence to the conclusions drawn regarding
species boundaries (de Queiroz 2005, 2007; Shaffer and
Thomson 2007; Wiens 2007b; Leache´ et al. 2009; Schlick-
Steiner et al. 2010).
Evidence for Cryptic Species within Nominal
S. saevissima
We formulated initial hypotheses of species bound-
aries in nominal S. saevissima by inferring the presence
of distinct genetic clusters represented among our sam-
pled individuals. STRUCTURE analyses of the nuclear
genotypic data revealed several geographically local-
ized clusters. Despite the common occurrence of indi-
viduals with some mixed ancestry, most individuals
have a great preponderance of their ancestry in a single
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cluster, supporting the existence of 6 discrete genetic
groups (Fig. 1). The utility of these STRUCTURE anal-
yses is augmented by inclusion of samples from other
fire ant species that display pronounced regional ge-
netic structure. Specifically, conspecific samples of both
S. invicta and S. richteri were relegated to single unique
clusters despite their extensive geographical divergence
(Ross and Shoemaker 2005), a result attributable to the
tendency of STRUCTURE analyses using the ΔK statis-
tic to detect the highest hierarchical level of structure
(Evanno et al. 2005). The discovery of regional genetic
clusters within nominal S. saevissima despite this ten-
dency constitutes strong initial evidence for the hypoth-
esis of 6 morphologically cryptic, regionally localized
species within the taxon.
A complementary approach employed to evaluate
the presence, distinctiveness, and phenetic relationships
of the genetic clusters was NMDS. Results of this anal-
ysis confirmed the distinctiveness and clear phenetic
separation of 3 of the regional genetic groups detected
by STRUCTURE, the central Atlantic, SE Atlantic, and
Envira populations (Fig. 2), whereas only modest sep-
aration was revealed among the remaining 3, the SW
main range, NW main range, and Belo Horizonte pop-
ulations. The NMDS analysis also revealed a seventh
distinct cluster consisting of the southern highlands
samples. Finally, the NMDS results provided a first
indication that some of the regional S. saevissima pop-
ulations are as genetically divergent from one another
as are heterospecific fire ant populations even, in some
cases, when they are not separated by great geographi-
cal distances.
The issue of monophyly of nominal S. saevissima as
well as its consituent genetic clusters was examined by
constructing phylogenetic trees based on interindivid-
ual genetic distances derived from the 67 nuclear mark-
ers. The apparent paraphyly of S. saevissima with respect
to S. invicta and S. richteri, attributable to 2 southern
populations and a single sample from the central At-
lantic cluster (Fig. 3), suggests that study populations of
the focal species are not part of a single descendant lin-
eage that does not include other nominal species; thus,
nominal S. saevissima does not meet the monophyly cri-
terion for recognition as a single species (Donoghue,
1985). On the other hand, the phylogenetic analyses
yielded strong support for several monophyletic lin-
eages within S. saevissima that largely correspond to
the regional genetic clusters. The 2 southern clades
that render S. saevissima paraphyletic (SE Atlantic and
southern highlands) as well as 2 other clades within the
monophyletic core of nominal S. saevissima (central At-
lantic [minus W22] and Envira) are moderately or well
supported and are relatively divergent from all other
samples, a fact evident also from their marginal loca-
tions in phenetic space in the NMDS analyses. Samples
with majority assignment to the Belo Horizonte cluster
also comprise a well-supported monophyletic lineage,
even though this population does not appear especially
divergent from the SW and NW main range populations
in the NMDS analyses. Even the SW main range popula-
tion (with the exception of sample W70) is hypothesized
to be monophyletic, despite its evident admixture with,
and lack of strong divergence from, the NW main range
population. On the basis of the monophyly criterion, all
7 regional genetic clusters, with the possible exception
of the 2 main range populations, are candidate cryptic
species.
The considerable discordance of our mtDNA hap-
lotype phylogeny with the nuclear relationships in-
ferred for the study individuals, and its relevance to the
monophyly operational criterion, warrants comment.
Widespread paraphyly and polyphyly of mtDNA se-
quences with respect to nominal species boundaries
have been detected in previous studies of South Amer-
ican fire ants (Ross and Shoemaker 2005; Shoemaker
et al. 2006). Some instances can be attributed to the exis-
tence of cryptic species, but other causes of mismatches
between mtDNA variation and species boundaries, or
between mtDNA and nuclear DNA variation, also are
likely (Funk and Omland 2003; Zink and Barrowclough
2008). The mtDNA is a single cytoplasmically inherited
marker, and its distribution may not reflect patterns of
ancestry of the majority of nuclear genes because of the
different modes of inheritance of the 2 genomes and
the idiosyncratic nature of sorting of ancestral varia-
tion at any single gene (Brito and Edwards 2009; Petit
and Excoffier 2009). Given the evidence for historical hy-
bridization in fire ants, interlineage mtDNA capture and
fixation in the absence of extensive nuclear introgression
may also occur with some regularity (see also Funk and
Omland 2003; Seifert and Goropashnaya 2004; Chan
and Levin 2005; Currat et al. 2008; Feldhaar et al. 2008;
Seifert 2009). Such cytoplasmic genome capture may be
facilitated by selective sweeps associated with infection
by the cytoplasmic endosymbiont Wolbachia (Raychoud-
hury et al. 2009), different strains of which are present at
variable frequencies in many native fire ant populations
(Shoemaker et al. 2003). That Wolbachia infection may
affect the distribution of mtDNA variants in S. saevis-
sima and create some of the observed mtDNA/nuclear
discordance is indicated by the fact that several unex-
pected haplotype relationships reflect parallel infection
status (data not shown). For example, the fragmenting
of the central Atlantic haplotypes across several highly
divergent mtDNA clades reflects shared possession of
specific Wolbachia strains: central Atlantic sample W16
shares an identical Wolbachia strain with SE Atlantic
samples W1 and W2, whereas central Atlantic samples
W9, W11, and W14 share an identical Wolbachia strain
with most of the SW main range samples (see Fig. 5).
Many other instances of parallel transmission of the 2
cytoplasmic genomes may be obscured by the apparent
frequent loss of Wolbachia infection or replacement of
infection strain (Shoemaker et al. 2003).
Because our nuclear DNA trees are based on a large
number of markers and make intuitive biogeograph-
ical sense (samples that are geographically adjacent
or groups linked by conduits for gene flow [i.e., the
Amazon River] show affinity to one another), we believe
that they represent population relationships more
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faithfully than the mtDNA tree (see also Zink and
Barrowclough 2008). Thus, the relevance of mtDNA
trees for S. saevissima and related fire ants to the
monophyly operational criterion for species delimita-
tion generally is questionable. Even so, the S. saevissima
mtDNA haplotype phylogeny did yield some support
for the existence of the southern highlands, SE Atlantic,
Belo Horizonte, and Envira clades recognized in the
nuclear analyses.
We addressed the important operational criteria of
reproductive isolation and reproductive cohesiveness
(gene flow) in several ways. One involved calculation of
standardized measures of genetic differentiation (struc-
ture) for the genetic clusters within S. saevissima as
well as for heterospecific populations known to be
reproductively isolated. Estimates of G′ST for pairs of
S. saevissima populations commonly rivaled or exceeded
estimates for pairs of recognized species in the S. sae-
vissima species group (Fig. 6), with the exceptions gen-
erally involving the SW main range, NW main range,
and Belo Horizonte populations. Such comparisons are
considered to be especially relevant to the species status
of allopatric populations, for which intrinsic reproduc-
tive isolation normally cannot be directly evaluated
(Price 2008). In absolute terms, divergence between
most of the surveyed S. saevissima populations exceeded
50% of the maximal divergence possible given the lev-
els of within-population heterozygosity at our markers
(Table 2). While we do not advocate the use of particular
divergence benchmarks as a criterion for species delim-
itation (cf. Lefe´bure et al. 2006; Richards et al. 2009), the
fact that nuclear genomic differentiation of the southern
highlands, SE Atlantic, central Atlantic, and Envira S.
saevissima populations is comparable in extent that ob-
served between fully reproductively isolated species in
the species group may be taken as support for delim-
iting them as separate species (see Helbig et al. 2002;
Cardoso et al. 2009).
It is noteworthy that the genetic discontinuities de-
tected between the SW main range, Belo Horizonte, and
SE Atlantic groups revealed by several of our meth-
ods overlay what are parapatric or even effectively
sympatric distributions. Some samples assigned to the
former 2 populations were collected within 50 kilo-
meters of one another, whereas sample W1 of the SE
Atlantic population actually was collected well within
the distribution of the Belo Horizonte cluster. Fire ant
sexuals are capable of dispersing up to 10 km on wind
currents during their mating flights (Markin et al. 1971;
Ross and Keller 1995), suggesting considerable poten-
tial for gene flow over several generations among any
of these populations. While the observed genetic dif-
ferentiation of other populations may be attributable in
some measure to IBD over huge tracts of habitable area
(SW main range to NW main range), to complete geo-
graphic isolation due to gaps in suitable fire ant habitat
(central Atlantic population), or to incomplete sampling
(Envira), observed genetic disjunctions between the
parapatric and sympatric pairs imply the existence of
intrinsic reproductive isolating barriers.
We further examined reproductive isolation and co-
hesiveness by using population genetic models to esti-
mate effective rates of interpopulation gene flow (Nem).
Again with the exception of gene flow between the SW
main range, NW main range, and Belo Horizonte popu-
lations, estimates of Nem fall within or below the range
at which gene flow theoretically becomes too weak to
prevent divergence by drift alone (0.5–1.0). Thus, from a
theoretical population genetics perspective, at least the
southern highlands, SE Atlantic, central Atlantic, and
Envira populations are predicted to be effectively re-
productively isolated from nominal conspecific popula-
tions, even were diversifying selection related to habitat
specialization, mate choice, or hybrid fitness absent.
That ecologically mediated clade-specific selection
may actually enhance that the effect of drift in driv-
ing the continued divergence of regional S. saevissima
populations receives some support from our ecologi-
cal niche modeling. Although 3 populations from the
southern half of the main range (SW main range, Belo
Horizonte, and SE Atlantic) occupy predicted niches
that are statistically indistinguishable on the basis of the
environmental variables we used, the NW main range
and central Atlantic niches differ statistically from one
another and from all other predicted niches (Fig. 8),
thus fulfulling the ecological delimitation criterion of
occupation of separate adaptive zones. Moreover, the
niche envelopes of the southern populations are only
partially overlapping, suggesting incipient or incom-
plete ecological separation among them. Directional
selection involving specialization to different habitats
may directly (via pleiotropy) or indirectly (via linkage)
promote reproductive isolation among the ecologically
distinct S. saevissima populations (Price 2008; Nosil et al.
2009; Schluter 2009), thus contributing to their contin-
ued evolutionary divergence.
Finally, our data are relevant to 2 other operational
criteria for delimiting species. We found fixed diagnostic
alleles that characterize the southern highlands (3 loci)
and SE Atlantic (1 locus) populations. Also, private
alleles present at high frequency in just a single popula-
tion were found in the SE Atlantic (1 locus) and Envira
(1 locus) populations. Diagnosability of these regional
populations with genetic markers means that they meet
this criterion for delimitation as morphologically cryp-
tic species (see de Queiroz 2007; Xie et al. 2008). On the
other hand, we found that the notorious variation in
adult cuticular color patterns observed in S. saevissima
is of very limited use in diagnosing the distinct genetic
clusters (see Fig. 1); thus, as perhaps expected given the
problematic taxonomic history of the group, delimita-
tion within nominal S. saevissima is not aided under the
diagnosability and phenetic criteria with respect to this
most obvious of morphological traits.
Hybridization and the Origin of Diversity in Nominal
S. saevissima
Introgression from sympatric heterospecific popula-
tions is suggested for the southern highlands and central
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Atlantic populations of S. saevissima by the results of
our STRUCTURE and phylogenetic analyses. Most sur-
prising is the apparent introgression of genes from S.
geminata, a quite distantly related fire ant that is not a
member of the S. saevissima species group. If such intro-
gression indeed occurred, then the degree of interspe-
cific divergence across genes should display relatively
high variance (Hey 2006a). The reason is that different
elements of the S. geminata genome would be more or
less free to introgress following hybridization, depend-
ing on their linkage relationships with genes involved in
reproductive barriers or hybrid unfitness. Comparison
of pairwise single-gene FST estimates across all nuclear
loci for the divergence between S. geminata and 9 het-
erospecific populations (7 S. saevissima, S. invicta, and
S. richteri) indeed confirmed that the central Atlantic
S. saevissima/S. geminata pair exhibits the highest coef-
ficient of variation for these estimates (0.924 vs. 0.470–
0.892), yielding additional support for the idea of
hybridization between these divergent taxa.
Hybridization between well-differentiated lineages
evidently has occurred with some regularity during
the evolutionary diversification of South American fire
ants (Ross and Shoemaker 2005; Shoemaker et al. 2006),
and interspecific hybridization in other ants is being
increasingly documented (Seifert and Goropashnaya
2004; Feldhaar et al. 2008). Relative uniformity in male
phenotypes and habits across species due to a general
relaxation of sexual selection is proposed to be one prox-
imate factor contributing to ant hybridization (Feldhaar
et al. 2008). Male phenotypic characters, including the
genitalic characters so useful for taxonomic diagnoses
in other insect groups, are indeed remarkably uniform
across the S. saevissima species group (Pitts 2002). It re-
mains for future work to determine whether instances
of significant interspecific introgression in fire ants, such
as those proposed for the southern highlands and cen-
tral Atlantic populations of S. saevissima, are relatively
incidental or, at the other extreme, regularly drive lin-
eage origins through hybrid speciation (e.g., Mava´rez
and Linares 2008).
CONCLUSIONS
Hypotheses regarding species boundaries must rely
on evidence that putative species consitute lineages that
are evolutionarily independent or clearly on a trajectory
to become independent. The evidence comes in the form
of the various operational criteria derived as fundamen-
tal properties of the “species concepts” of the latter part
of the 20th century, properties now recognized as contin-
gent attributes that may or may not pertain to any single
case (de Queiroz 2005, 2007). Although no single crite-
rion necessarily must be met to delimit a species, ful-
fillment of each additional criterion adds corroboration
to a hypothesis of lineage independence (existence of a
separate species). Thus, we view our task in this study
as assimilating evidence relevant to the various oper-
ational criteria to reach well-informed decisions about
species boundaries. Even so, such decisions necessarily
are hypotheses subject to revision, especially in groups
of recently diverged lineages where incomplete separa-
tion or secondary introgression may be common.
We conclude from our analyses that nominal S. sae-
vissima includes several evolutionarily independent lin-
eages that constitute morphologically cryptic species.
Based on evidence that they represent distinct genetic
clusters, are monophyletic, and are effectively reproduc-
tively isolated, the southern highlands, SE Atlantic, and
central Atlantic populations are proposed to constitute
exemplars of newly recognized undescribed species.
Adding to the evidence, the former 2 populations ap-
pear to be diagnosable genetically, whereas the latter is
ecologically unique among the study populations. The
status of the Belo Horizonte population is less clear;
although it forms a distinct genetic cluster and is mono-
phyletic, it apparently has experienced recent genetic
exchange with the western main range populations and
it is not ecologically distinct from one of these. At this
point, we feel that the weight of the genetic evidence
points toward such restricted gene flow into this popu-
lation from neighboring populations that we hypothe-
size it to be on an independent evolutionary trajectory
and thus to merit species status. We provisionally call
for the remaining 3 populations, from the western main
range and Amazonia (Envira), to constitute S. saevissima
sensu stricto because the type locality (Rio Tapajo´s, Para,
Brazil) is on the Amazon River between our collection
localities for these populations (Trager 1991; see Fig. 1).
However, the status of the Envira population should
also be regarded as provisional; although strongly di-
vergent, our lack of samples from throughout the Ama-
zon drainage where the ant presumably occurs makes it
impossible to rule out the presence of continuous clines
in gene frequencies and morphological features between
this population and the NW main range population.
The confusing panoply of morphological variation
documented in S. saevissima and related species led
Wilson (1952) to conclude that most of the observed fire
ant diversity in South America represents geograph-
ical variation within a single widespread polytypic
species. The newer consensus from modern morpho-
logical taxonomic studies is that over a dozen species
comprise the S. saevissima species group (Trager 1991;
Pitts 2002). Nuclear genetic studies generally have sub-
stantiated the existence of distinct reproductively iso-
lated populations that correspond to the recognized
species (Ross and Trager 1990; Ross and Shoemaker
2005), but strongly divergent genetic groups within
some of these nominal species also have been detected,
implying the widespread existence of cryptic species
(Ross and Shoemaker 2005; Shoemaker et al. 2006; Ross
et al. 2007). Results of the present study of S. saevissima
strongly support the idea of a general underresolution
in the morphological delimitation of South American
fire ant species.
In addition to contributing to resolution of species
boundaries in a taxonomically difficult but economi-
cally and scientifically important group, a major goal of
this study was to illustrate the power of an integrative
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modern approach to tackling species delimitation in
taxa with recently diverged lineages that have acquired
only some of the contingent properties of species. As
such, this and other recent studies (e.g., Leache´ et al.
2009; Schlick-Steiner et al. 2010) may serve as models
for future research in other difficult groups.
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